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1. DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL 丨S PROPOSED 
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET'ESTIMATES FOR 1958: Item 6 of the Agenda 
(Official Records No, 74: Documents EB19/AF/WP/1-I5

1

 ) (continued) 

Central Technical Services (Official Records No» 74, pp. 22^41; 
Documents EB19/AF/WP/1 and EB19/AF/WP/5) 

Dr GEAR, Assistant Director-General^ Department of Central Technical Services, 

culiined the general principles which the wtrk of the Department of Central Technical 

fervJcee would follow in 1958 and which wêre the same as had beeh followed since 1952. 

Particular reference had been made to t h m in the reports of the Executive Board on 

its fifteenth and seventeenth sessions. 

The satisfactory development of medical services in every country depended upon 

use being made of current knowledge which fell into two broad groups : epidemiology
л 

and therapeutic and preventive ïnedicine. An individual country could do much on its 

own, assisted if necessary by the advisory services of ihternational agencies
y
 but 

to take fvüX advantage of world knowrledge certain wprld services were reqiired. 

Discoveries in epidemiology or therapeutics, using iixe terms In their broadest sense, 

were only iAtelligible and usable if common nomenclatures
д
 definitions, procedures 

and standards were accepted， and in the interests of efficiency and economy the 

collation and dissemination oX such information should be the responsibility cf a 

common agency. Such were the responsibilities that WHO sought to discharge on behalf 

of its Member States through its ^services of general international interest" outlined 

on pages Ъ
у
 4 and 5 of document EB19/AF/WP/1, 

The need for such services had been recognized at every stage in the history 

of international medicine and growing scientific and social interdependence 

1 Most of these working papers are reproduced in (yff • Rec. Wld Hlth Org, 77, in 
some cases with edifications to take account of the amendments to the Staff Rules ‘ 
approved by the Board. For details, see footnotes to minutes of subsequent meetings. 
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suggested that th« damaud for such services might be expected to grow, as had 

indeed proved to be the case. Expansion of medical services threwghout the world, 

greater interest in scientific medicine everywhere, and the increased need of both 

national, and international organizations far more accurate and extensive medical 

information cawbined to produce heavier demands on WHO
1

8 services every year". 

By 1958 WHO would for ten years have been providing direct assistance to 

most countries needing it； but sueh programmes were not necessarily permanent> 

for as countries Ъесашб more- self-reliant and mature they would need lèSB of such 

advisory services
#
 Conversely their dependence upon general international 

services would increase and it was not too early to anticipate such a tr6nd 

becoming more marked in 1958-

The programe of the Department of Advisory Services In part confirmed the 

foregoing analysis and showed a growing activity in programmée such as study 

groups and expert committees requiring epidemiological, statistical, reference, 

laboratory and allied components. 

As reported at each session of th6 Board, the calls on the Department of 

Central Technical Services increased annually^but owing to the immediate urgency 

of certain advisory services there had so far been a reluctance to press too 

strongly for more staff and facilities. However, in 1958 the Departmenb would be 

unable to satisfy th6 demands made upon it if it were not strengbhened
#
 The 

proposals to that end were summarized on pag6 3 of documenb EB19/AF/WP/5• • 

In conclusion he reiterated that the structure of the Department had Ьб6П 

reduced to the simplest possible form, that its administrative methods vere kept 
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under continuous review to ensure efficiency and economy, and that every-

encouragement was given to the staff, 

Dr BEENARD required a more detailed explanation of the precise implications 

of the increases listed in section 5 of docunient EB19/AF/WP/5 before they could 

be properly evaluated. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee review the chapter in the Proposed 

Programme and Budget Estiniates concerning Central Technical Services section by-

section. 

4,0 Office of the Assistant Director-General 

Dr DOROLLE
s
 Deputy Director-General, said that as work on atomic energy in 

relation to health came under the direct supervision of the Director--General he 

wished himself to explain that the small increase in expenditure was due to 

statutory increases in staff costs and in consultants
1

 fees. Three expert 

committees W6re planned for 1958. 

Dr BERNARD said that it was difficult to obtain a general picture of total 

expenditure in this field from the figures supplied on page 33 of Official 

Records No, 74, particularly as they did not include expenditure on expert 

committees. It would be helpful to have a summary of total expenditure allotted 

to atomic energy in relation to health which would indicate how the work was to 

develop in 1953• 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL observed that the information could be obtained 

from pages 22 and 23 of Official Records No, 74, and also from the figures for 
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expert committees given on pages 67 and 68 of the same volume . Nevertheless an 

addendum to document EB19/37 (Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy) would be prepared 

in response to Dr Bernard丨s request. 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistarltr Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

referred Dr Bernard to page 21 of document EB19/AF/WP/5, which gave comparative 

figures for 1957 and 1953 of estimated expenditure in Central Technical Services. 

4Д Epidemiological and Health Statistical Services 

Dr JAFAR considered the staff increases proposed for the extremely lj»ç>ortant 

Central Technical Services to be somewhat modest• Out of the six new posts listed 

in section 5«2 of document EB19/AF/VP/5, three were clerk stenographers or clerks• 

Dr GEAR said that no staff increase had been proposed in the Office of the 

Assistant Direct or «-Gene ral or in the International Quarantine Section, but a small 

increase for duty travel had been proposed. The item of duty travel had been kept 

down to a minimum for the whole of the Department for several years and it was now 

felt that an increase was justified to enable ofiicers to visit different areas. 

Dr BERNARD noted considerable increases in provision for duty travel. He 

asked on what general policy considerations the proposed increases were based. 

Dr GEAR replied that in the interests of efficiency and proper co-ordination it 

was felt that the proposed modest increases under several items were justified• 

The CHAIRMAN asked how estimates for duty travel in 1956 compared with actual 

expenditure• 
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Mr SIEGEL explained that the increase in the 1958 estimate for duty travel might 

seem large when compared to the 1957 estimate but was in fact only some $ 4000 above 

the 1956 figure, there having been a heavy reduction in 1957. The estimated ex-

penditure in 1956 shown in the present budget estimates was $ 31 600 as compared with 

an estimate of $ 42 540 in Official Records No, 5B. The budget estimates in 

Official Records No, 58, however, had included provision for the Tuberculosis 

Research Office, while estimates of expenditure for 1956 in Official Records No, 74 

did not include those costs. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that owing to the political situation in some parts 

of the world, certain duty travel originally planned had been stopped since August-

September； it could no甘 only be undertaken on his personal authorization• This 

situation, of course, would certainly affect expenditure as compared to estimates. 

(For further discussion of duty travel, see minutes of the fifth meeting, 

section 1.) 

Dr GEAR, turning to section 4.1
0
2 (Epidemiological Studies), said that an 

additional epidemiologist and a clerk stenographer were proposed for 1958. 

With reference to section 4.1,3 (International Classification of Diseases and 

Causes of Death), he said that no increase of staff was planned but it was proposed 

to provide four consultant months to advise the Director-General on the revised 

International Statistical Classification and on its application, particularly in 

respect of morbidity• 

With regard to section 4.1.4 (Statistical Studies), a small amount of 

expenditure on consultants had been proposed• 
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4,2 Therapeutic Substances 

Dr GEAR said that it was not proposed to expand facilities in the Office of 

the Director. 

There were no proposals to increase staff, consultants or allocations for duty-

travel under section 4 . 2山 and services would be provided at approximately the same 

level as in 1956 and 1957. However, he wished to draw the Committee
1

 s attention to 

a new development
}
 namely the proposal to convene study groups on hormones and blood-

grouping y which was in response to the keen demand from governments for guidance. 

No increases were proposed either for staff or consultants under section 4*2.2. 

A study group on preparations of blood and blood substitutes was proposed. 

No staff increases were proposed under section 4.2.3 but provision was made for 

an additional consultant month in 1958. The proposed study group on the prevention 

of drug addiction reflected a growing interest both on the part of Member States and 

the United Nations Commission on Narcotic Drugs in the medical treatment of drug 

addicts, a subject which had both pharmacological and mental health aspects. 

An increase in staff was being proposed under section 4.2.4. Work on food 

additives carried out during the past year had proved to be of great use and there 

was a large demand for technical information from both medical people and manufacturers. 

Provision had be en made for three extra consultant months and it was proposed to make 

a grant of $ 5COO for an international centre for histopathological reference 

preparations. In so doing ¥HQ was following the advice of a consultant group on 

cancer which in 1955 had recommended that it organize a system of histopathological 

centres to promote comparability in definition and diagnosis• The Director—General 

was hoping to convene an expert committee during 1958 to advise him about the proposed 

centre• 
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Dr BERNARD asked first what exactly was the type of -work the Expert Committee on 

Addiction-Producing Drugs was expected to perform； secondly whether the centre for 

histopathological reference preparations was to devote itself solely to the subject of 

cancer or to include others； and finally, what was the precise purpose of the Health 

Laboratory Methods Section, which seemed to have rather heterogeneous functions• 

Dr GEAR said in reply to the first question that WHO was responsible for giving 

tecteical advice to the United Nations concerning the application of the various 

освгфХех international conventions for narcotics control. It would be the duty of 

the Expert Committ6e to advise the Director-General particularly as to which of the 

many new substances, especially synthetic ones now being manufactured, possessed 

addiction-producing properties. If it were the wish of the Committee
9
 he could 

prepare a more detailed reply• 

In answer to the second question he stated that an expert committee was to advise 

the Dire ct or-Gene ral on the selection of the disease or tissue to be dealt with by th6 

proposed histopathological centre and on where this first centre should be sited. 

Finally, he explained that the Health Laboratory Methods Section had been brought 

Into being because the Director-General had wished one unit to deal with the general 

problems relating to laboratories, such as standards and methods. The Section dealt 

with such problems in co-operation with other units and regional offices. It was 

not concerned with individual diseases or specific items, which were the responsibility 

of the appropriate technical unit» 

Dr B E R N Ü H D wondered whether the purpose of the Health Laboratory Methods Section 

should not be to study how laboratories should Ьб organized in each country rather 

than any problem pertaining to laboratory work, 

Dr GEAR said that Dr Bernard's first supposition ^as correct. The Section 

examined general problems connected with the organization of public health 
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laboratories such as design, equipment specifications, development of standard 

procedures, etc. 

Dr BERNARD declared himself satisfied with that explanation. 

Dr SUAREZ emphasized the importance of public health laboratories and their 

organization. They could render particularly valuable assistance in the solution 

of new medical problems such as those raised by the use of antibiotics, 

4»3 Editorial and Reference Services 

Dr GEAR said that no changes were proposed in the Office of the Director or in 

the Documents and Official Records Section, Under section 4.3*2 a technical 

assistant was proposed because demands on the Health Legislation Section had grown• 

It was proposed to meet the heavier calls on the Library and Reference Services， which 

were already overwhelmed with many requests, by adding a G4 post of clerk* It was 

also proposed to increase the provision for the purchase of books for the Library from 

$ 15 000 to $ 17 500» An increase in the estimate for temporary staff under 

section 4.3,4 (Technical Publications) was also proposed to cope with a growing volume 

of work. Finally, he stated that under section 4.3.5 (Translation) an additional 

allocation was proposed to cover the cost of engaging temporary translators. 

The CHAIRMAN inquired about the kind of requests that were received by the 

Health Legislation Section» 

Dr GEAR replied that the work of the Section was increasing# It issued 

summaries of national health legislation in the International Digest of Health 

Legislation， in which there was a considerable interest at a time when such 

legislation was growing. Since 1952 the Section had also been issuing periodical 

comparative studies which had been greatly appreciated. The Department of Advisory 

Services was also receiving assistance from the Section； during the previous year, 
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however, this latter co-operative work had been hampered for lack of staff• 

Comparative studies were purely factual and descriptive and no attempt was made to 

give legal interpretations of national legislation. 

Advisory Services (Official Records No. 74, pages 42-68； Document EB19/AF/WP/5) 

Dr KAÜL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, said he 

would endeavour to give the Committee as much information as possible about the 

department to which he had only recently been appointed Assistant Director-General. 

The Department
9

8 work at Headquarters was described on pages 42-55 of 

Official Records No. 74. A summary of estimates was to be found on pages 56 and 57 

and d€tailed tables on pages 58-65. Estimated expenditure on expert committees and 

conferences was given on pages 67-68. Apart from the fact that the Tuberculosis 

Research Office was nov part of the Advisory Services, no major organizational change 

had taken place at Headquarters• 

The Director-General, in his introductory statement at the previous meeting, had 

given a broad review of the development of the 1958 programme, "which was essentially 

the next step in a long-term plan and hence largely devoted to the continuation of 

existing projects• However, if WHO was to take advantage of new developments for 

improving the health of рбople throughout the world, the scope of its work must be 

allowed to expand and provision ought to be made for the study of new problems arising 

fï-om existing activities. Member States both at the World Health Assembly and at the 

Executive Board consistently asked the Organization to study new and varied problems in 

the health fieId• For example, though WHO had not greatly concerned itself with 

chronic degenerative diseases owing to more pressing duties, the problems of the aging 

and the aged were beginning to cry out for attention. The success of the campaigns 

against communicable diseases and mortality therefrom had thrown into relief the high 

rate of infant mortality, particularly in under-developed countries. Requests had 
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been received for the study of such problems as anaemia during pregnancy and 

nutritional anaemias, as well as the possible effects on mental health of automation. 

WHO'S dental-héalth work was developing• By 1958 the malaria eradication 

programme would have reached a stage at which further studies would be required on 

insecticides in connexion with vector resistance. A number of virus diseases had 

aroused wide spread interest and some respiratory viruses were now known to be 

responsible for diseases which might be controlled by vaccination. 

Document EB19/AF/WP/5 listed in section 6 major increases in Headquarters costs, 

and net increases in the cost of expert committees and conferences were shcrwn in 

section 11. In 1958 it was proposed to create a limited number of new posts. Out 

of the total of nine, only two were for medical officers, two were for administrative 

or technical assistants and the rest were for clerks and stenographers. The number 

of posts in the Tuberculosis Research Office at Copenhagen was to be reduced by five, 

since it would be possible to arrange for common services once the Regional Office 

for Europe had been established in that city during 1957- There was some increase in 

the estimates for consultant services, which W6re required for the preparation of 

expert commitrtees and study groups • An increase of $ 7730 in grants was also pro-

posed to finance studies planned to be carried out with the help of other institutions 

- a method of stimulating research which was more economical than any other. 

Dr JAFAR called attention to the discrepancy in grade between the area 

representative and the regional advisers, as shown in the list of new posts for 

field advisory services given in paragraph 7.2 of document EB19/AF/WP/5. 

The DШЕCTCR-GENERAL said that that point could be explained in connexion with 

the consideration of the estimates for the Regional Offices."'" 

1

 See p. 90. 
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5.0 Office of the Assistant Director-General 

Dr KAUL said that there was virtually no change proposed in that office, the 

email increase being due to statutory staff costs. 

5*1 Communicable-Disease Services 

Dr KAUL said that sections 5.1.0, Office of the Director, and 5.1.1, Malaria, 

showed no change in staff and some decrease in duty travel. 

Section 5Л,2, Tuberculosis, showed no staff changes and some decrease both in 

consultant services and duty travel. As shown on page 59 of the budget volume, 

there would be a decrease of five posts in 1958 in respect of the Tuberculosis 

Research Office, Copenhagen. The staff of that office would begin to decrease 

after the Regional Office for Europe had moved to Copenhagen and the full effect 

of the change would be felt in 1958. The duty travel costs in respect of the 

Tuberculosis Research Office showed a slight decrease. 

Dr RAE, alternate to Sir John Charles, wondered whether the Committee was 

entirely convinced that the Tuberculosis Research Office yielded the beet possible 

value for the funds invested in it« 

Dr MOORE had understood that the Tuberculosis Research Office was to Ъб greatly 

reduced in size； that did not however appear to be the case. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the position in respect of the Tuberculoeie 

Research Office had in fact already undergone a considerable change. He had signed 

an agreement with the Danish Government whereby that government had taken over th6 

functions and responsibilities of the centre for international tuberculosis 
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immunization research which WHO was still supporting on a reduced scale. Furthermore, 

the Danish Government would also be taking over the Danish tuberculosis index； 

similarly the Finnish evaluation studies were becoming the responsibility of the 

Government of Finland• 

He recalled that th6 Health Assembly and the Executive Board had recommended 

that th6 Dlrector-General should take no drastic action which would jeopardize the 

work of the Research Office. Accordingly, steps to reduce its work were being taken 

gradually. He would be glad to submit a document containing detailed information on 

the Tuberculosis Research Office to the Committ66 or to the Executive Board if that 

were considered desirable. 

Dr JAFAR said he would welcome such a document t 

(For further discussion of the Tuberculosis Research Office, se6 minutes of the 

ninth meeting, section 2.) 

Dr KAUL, referring to section 5丄3，Venereal Diseases and Treponematoses, 

said that no change in staff was proposed. There would bç a decrease in consultant 

services but duty travel remained much the same. 

Referring to section 5.1.4, Endemo«epidemic Diseases, he emphasized the large 

number of diseases now dealt with by that section. In view of the volume of work 

as well as of new developments, it was proposed to add one medical officer and a 

clerk stenographer. A small increase was also shown in respect of consultant 

services and duty travel. 

Section 5Л.5, Veterinary Public Health, showed only a slight increase in 

consultant services and a decrease in duty travel. 
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5,2 Organization of Public Health Services 

Dr KAUL, referring to section 5,2,0, Office of the Director, noted that it was 

proposed to add an administrative assistant be cause of the considerable work arising 

out of the need for recruiting large numbers of experts in public health administra-

tion and all public health specialities. A slight increase was proposed in travel 

costs in view of the additional responsibilities in the Office. 

With regard to section 5.2.1, Public Health Administra tic», he drew attention 

%0 tbç proposal to add a technical assistant who would be responsible for preparing 

background material and undertaking research into documents, thus relieving the 

existing professional personnel for other duties. There was also a email increâ86 

in duty travel arising from the fact that an additional medical officer, who had 

begun work in the Section in 1956, would have certain responsibilities in connexion 

with other United Nations bodies• 

Section 5.2-2, Nursing, showed no appreciable change. 

He called attention to the proposed increase in staff, consisting of a medical 

officer and a clerk stenographer, in respect of section 5,2.3， Social and Occupational 

Health. The existing two medical officers were not enough to meet the needs of the 

growing activities of the Section. A slight increase in consultant and duty travel 

costs would arise in connexion with the new responsibilities the Section would be 

required to assume• 

Dr BERNARD said he would be glad to know, in view of the wide scope of 

activities covered by the Section, what techniccl specialization was sought in the 

medical officers recruited. 
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He was not quite clear as to the precise purpose of the meeting of an expert 

committee on medical rehabilitation. He was under the impression that some 

meetings had already taken place on aspects of réhabilitât ion and that work had been 

done in that field by WHO in conjunction with the United Nations and with the 

International Labour Organisation. He assumed that the expert committee proposed 

vould consider the purely medical side of rehabilitation quite independently of 

its consequences in the social and occupational fields• But he had some doubts as 

to how effective the deliberations of such, a committee could be, in view of the fact 

that the problems of rehabilitation varied according to the disease concerned and 

the methods used in different countries. 

Dr KAUL， replying to the first question, said that the main qualification for 

medical officers in the Section was that they should be general public- health 

officers. The additional officer would also need to have a knowledge of some of 

the major activities proposed for the Section, such as cardiovascular diseases and 

chronic degenerative diseases• 

While it was correct to say that expert committees had considered some aspects 

of rehabilitation, that of the physically handicapped child, the general problem 

of rosdical rehabilitation as such had not yet been the subject of an expert committee^ 

and it was that broad problem which the expert committee was intended to study. WHO 

had hitherto been unable to play its full part in the problem of rehabilitation
y 

which was considered by the United Nations to be of high priority, and it was hoped 

that to hold such a meeting would do much towards meeting that deficiency» 

Dr BERNARD was satisfied with the explanation. He agreed that it was important 

for WHO to contribute to the greatest possible extent towards effective rehabilitation, 
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Dr KAUL said that greater emphasis was being placed on Health Education of tho 

Public (section 5#2
e
4)

#
 It was proposed to add a clerk^stenographer in view of the 

volume of work. There was also an increase under consultants í foos
;
 as certain 

additional related studies were being prepared^ • 

In reply to a question from Dr RAE，Dr KAUL said that a total of five 

consultant months was being budgeted for in that section^ . 

Referring to section 5#2
#
5； Maternal and Child Health, he said that thore would 

be no change in staff or othor costs
 t 

The position with regard to section 5#2
#
6, Mental Health， was similar to that 

existing with regard to sootion 5.2.4 and ал additional olerk-stenographer was 

proposed. 

Dr JAFAR considered that greater eïrç>hasis should be laid on the whole question 

of work in mental health• 

The DIKECTORr-GENERAL said that the Organization «s work in that sphere had 

gradually increased in recent years and
;
 in fact, a new medical officer for mental 

health had taken up his post in 1956^ However > Member governments were still 

inclined to givo more emphasis to othor prograinmes. 

Dr JAFAR felt that a chango in attitude towards mental health was becoming 

porcoptible in many parts of tho world where in the past conmiunioable diseases had 

been such a problem as to exolude almost entirely recognition of the need for 

assistance in developing mental health programmes. It was essontial that mental 

health experts should not confine their activities in the various countries to 
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giving lectures on the different aspects of their subject but that they should 

rather advise on ways in which the mental health situation could be improved by-

remodelling existing mental hospitals and other institutions, 

Dr RAE supported that view, The best way of working to that aim would, in 

his view, be to have visits by experts to the various countries rather than to have 

an increase in Headquarters staff» 

Dr JáFiiR also favoured the use of consultants, 

Dr PURI did not think that there existed as yet a clear concept of what 

constituted id6al mental health services, particularly in the under-developed areas. 

In order to clarify general thought on the matter before planning new activities it 

would seem desirable for mental health to be the subject of technical discussions at 

a future session of the Health Assembly. 

Dr KAUL called attention to the work being done by WHO in mental health， both 

in the study of the epidemiology of psychiatric disorders and in assessing what was 

needed. Some consultant months were set aside for that. Studies had been made of 

community mental hospitals and of legislation. In 1957 consultants would be looking 

into suoh matters as the organization and practice of therapy in psychiatric 

hospitals and in the rehabilitation of psychiatric patients• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Interest in mental health in the different 

regions was greater than in years past. The Organization's practice was tc use 

consultants who made periodic visits to the same countries in order to follow up 

work done. 
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Dr RAE considered that one of the greatest difficulties was the attitude of 

the non-mentally-sick towards people released from mental hospitals. Often such 

mental patients were so little understood that they relapsed into a mental break-

down. The problem of the outlook of the general public had not yet been studied, 

and any real improvement would be partially dependent on a change in the general 

attitude towards mental health. 

Dr KAUL, referring to section 5.2,7， Nutrition, said that no change in staff 

was proposed. There would be a slight increase in consultants' services and duty-

travel, as explained. 

Dr SUiiEEZ was concerned to see that the estimates for nutrition did not show 

any real increase. Ghi〕d nutrition, particularly, was a most important problem and 

he felt most strongly that WHO should take a leading part in the work at present 

being done by FAO and UNICEF. 

The DIRECTOR-GENSRAL said that WHO was working in close co-operation with FAO 

(which of course had a large Nutrition Division) and with UNICEF in such ways as 

by promoting a technical advisory group on vegetable proteins and proteins fi-om 

other sources that could be used for child feeding. Such a group had been set up 

under the direction of WHO, with very little cpst to the Organization. The direct 

activity undertaken by the Nutrition Section related to certain specialized subjects 

such as the nutritional aspects of cardiovascular diseases and nutritional 

anaemias. WHO also participated by making available grants to bodies such as the 

Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama (INCAP), the British Medical 

Council's (k-oup for Research on Infantile Malnutrition, Kampala, Uganda, 
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and the Nutrition Re s ear oh Laboratories of the Indian Council of Medical Re s ear eh
 f 

Cooaoor
}
 South India

;
 for work ш infant malnutrition» Thus ШО^з participation 

in activities relating to nutrition could not be measured solely by the size of the 

funde allotted to tho Nutrition Section.. 

Dr SUAREZ was satisfied with that explanation• He hoped that in futtir© WHO!s 

work in that field could be further emphasized: it was important that the medical 

side of nutrition should not be overlooked
;
 since PAO waa responsible solely for 

etimlating food pr.oduotion^ distribution and quality
#
 It was the duty of WHO 

to call the attention of countries to the vital problem of the nutritional status 

#f their people^ which seemed to be given inadequate attention, 

Dr JAFAR said that, while he fully appreciated the importance of nutrition^ 

he was under the iii^ression that ±b did not awaken great interest in шалу countries. 

He would b© glad to know whether a substantial number of requests from governments 

were received for activities relating to nutrition
# 

Dr KAUL said that some requests had been received, though not very raany
#
 It 

would, however, be difficult to give any real assessment of the demand. A number 

of field activities provided advisory services in nutrition. The summary table in 

Official Records No
#
 74, page 88, showed the estimates for such activities in the various 

regions^ under both regular and Technical Assistance funds 
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2. FORM OF STANDING COMMITTEE’S REPORT. 

The CHAIRMAN, epeaking as Rapporteur, suggested^ following consultation with 

the French Rapporteur
}
 that the form of the Ooramittee's report e h o u M follow the 

same lines as at previous sessions. 

It was so agreed. 

ANNOUNCEMENT REGARDING INACTIVE MEMBERS 

The DIRECTOR-GENESAL informed the Committee of a letter he had just received 

from the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Bulgarian People's Republic stating 

that that Govemmont wished to resume active participation In WHO as from 
i 

January 1 1^57 and that it was prepared to meet the financial obligations decided 

upon by the^Hinth World Health Assembly. 

The meeting roae at 5.30 p.m. 
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1參 DETAILED ЕХАМШАТ1Ш AND ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL
1

S PROPOSED 
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1958: Item 6 of the Agenda 
(Official Records No. 74: Documents EB19/Ai7WP/l — 15) (continued) 

Central Technical Services (Official Records No, 74， pp. 22-41； 
Documents EB19/AF/WP/1 and EB19/AF/WP/5) 

Dr GEAR, Assistant Director«General, Department of Central Technical 

Services, outlined the general principles which the work of the Department of 

Central Technical Services would follow in 1958 and which were the aaxae as had 

been followed since 1952. Particular reference had been made to them in the 

report of the Executive Board on its fifteenth and seventeenth sessions• 

The satisfactory development of medical services in every country depended 

upon use bôing made of current knowledge which fell into two broad groups -

epidemiology, and therapeutic and preventive medicine• An individual country 

could do much on its own, assisted if necessary by the advisory services of 

international agencies, but to take full advantage of world knowledge certain 

world services were required. Discoveries in epidemiology or therapeutics, 

using the terms in their broadest sense, were only intelligible and usable if 

common nomenclatures, definitions, procedures and standards were accepted, and in 

the interests of efficiency and eccnomy the collation and dissemination of such 

information should be the responsibility of a common agency» Such were the 

responsibilities that WHO sought to dis charge on behalf of its Member States 

through its "services of general international interest" outlined on pages 3，4 

and 5 of document 

The need for such services had been recognized at every stage in the history 

of international medicine and. growing scientific and social interdependence 
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suggested that the demand for such services might be expected to grow, as had 

indeed proved to be the case• Expansion of medical services throughout the world, 

greater interest in scientific medicine everywhere, and the increased need of both 

national and international organizations far more accurate and extensive medical 

information combined to produce heavier demands on WHO
r

s services every year. 

By 1958 WHO would for ten years have been providing direct assistance to 

most countries needing it; but such programmes were not necessarily permanent
9 

for as countries became more self-reliant and mature they would need less of such 

advisory services• Conversely their dependence upon general international 

services would increase and it was not too early to anticipate such a trend 

becoming more marked in 1958. 

The programme of the Department of Advisory Services in part confirmed the 

foregoing analysis and showed a growing activity in programmes such as study-

groups and expert committees requiring epidemiological， statistical^reference, 

laboratory and allied components. 

As reported at 6ach session of th6 Board., the calls on the Department of 

Central Technical Services increased annually but owing to the immediate urgency 

of certain advisory services there had so far been a reluctance to press too 

strongly for more staff and facilities. However
3
 in 1958 the Department would be 

unable to satisfy the demands made upon it if it were not strengthened. The 

proposals to that end were summarized on page 3 of document E B 1 9 / A F / W P / 5 • 

In conclusion he reiterated that the structure of the Department had Ъббп 

reduced to the simplest possible form, that its administrative methods were k6pt 
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under continuous review to ensure efficiency and economy, and that every 

encouragement was given to the staff. 

Dr BERNARD, alternate to Professor Parisot, required a more detailed 

explanation of the precise implications of the increases listed in section 5 of 

document EB19/AF/WP/5 before they could be properly evaluated. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee review the chapter in the Proposed 

Programe and Budget Estimates concerning Central Technical Services section by* 

section. 

4t>C Office of the Assistant Director-General 

Dr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, said that as work on atomic energy in 

relation to health came under the direct supervision of the Director-General h6 

wished himself to explain that the small increase in expenditure was due to 

statutory increases in staff costs and in consultants
1

 fees. Three expert 

committees wer6 planned for 1958• 

Dr BERNARD said that it was difficult to obtain a general picture of total 

expenditure in this field from the figures supplied on page 33 of Official 

Records No. 74, particularly as they did not include expenditure on expert 

committees. It would be helpful to have a summary of total expenditure allotted 

to atomic energy in relation to health which would indicate how the work was to 

develop in 1958. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL observed that the information could be obtained 

from pages 22 and 23 in Official Records No, 74 and also from the figures for 
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expert committees given on pages 67 and 68 of the same publication. Nevertheless 

an addendum to document EB19/37 (Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy) would be prepared 

in response to Dr Bernardas requests 

Mr SIECEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance
y 

referred Dr Bernard to page 21 of document EB19/AF/WP/5 which gave comparative 

figiires for 1957 and 1958 of estimated expenditure in Central Technical Services. 

4^1 Epidemiological and Health Statistical Services 

Dr JAFAR considered the staff increases proposed for the extremely important 

Central Technical Services to be somewhat modest. Out of the six new posts listed 

in section 5众2 of document EB19/AF/WP/5> three were clerk stenographers or clerks. 

Dr GEAR said that no staff increase had been proposed in th6 Office of the 

Assistant Director—General or in the International Quarantine Section, but a small 

increase for duty travel had been proposedo The item of duty travel had Ьевп kept 

down to a minimum for the whole of the Department for several years and it was now 

felt that an increase was justified to enable officers to visit different areas. 

Dr BERNARD asked whether the proposed increases in duty travel were the result 

of general policy considerations «> 

Dr GEAR replied that in the interests of efficiency and proper co-ordination it 

was felt that the proposed modest increases under several items were justified» 

The CHAIRMAN asked how estimates for duty travel дл 1956 compared with actual 

expenditure о 
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Mr SIEGEL explained that the increase in the 1958 estimate for duty travel might 

seem large when compared to the 1957 estimate but was in fact only some $ 4000 above 

the 1956 figur6, there having been a heavy reduction In 1957. The estjinated ex-

penditure in 1956 showi in the present budget estimates was $ 31 600 as compared with 

an estimate of $ A2 540 in Official Records N o . 58^ The budget estimates in 

Official Records No. 58, however, had included provision for the Tuberculosis Research 

Office, while estimates of expenditure for 1956 in Official Re cords No. 74 did not 

include those costs. 

The DIRECTOR —GENERAL stated that owing to the political situation in some parts 

of the world, certain duty travel originally planned had been stopped since August-

September； it could now only be undertaken on his personal authorization» This 

situation, of course, would certainly affect expenditure as compared to estimates» 

Dr GEAR, turning to section 4 山 2 (Epidemiological Studies), said that an 

additional epidemiologist and a clerk stenographer were proposed for 1958. 

With reference to section (International Classification of Diseases and 

Causes of Death), he said that no increase of staff was planned but it was proposed 

to provide four consultant months to advise the Director-General on the revised 

International Statistical Classification and on its application particularly in 

respect of morbidity. 

With regard to section 4#1
Л
4 (Statistical Studies), a small amount of 

expenditure on consultants had been proposed. 

4»2 Therapeutic Substances 

Dr GEAR said that it was not proposed 七о expand facilities in the Office of 

the Director» 
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There were no proposals to increase staff, consultants or allocations far duty 

travel under section 4.2Д, and services would be provided at approximately th6 same 

level as in 1956 arid 1957. However, he wished to draw the Committee
r

s attention to 

a new development^ namely the proposal to convene study groups on hormones and blocxi-

groupingy which was in response to the keen demand from governments for guidance• 

No Increases were proposed either fcr staff or consultants under sectijon 4.2»2« 

A study group on preparations of blood and blood substitutes was proposed. 

No staff increases were proposed under section 4,2.3 but provision was made for 

an additional consultant month in 1958. The proposed study group on the prevention 

of drug addiction reflected a growing interest both on the part of МбтЪег States and 

the United Nations Commission on Narcotic Drugs in the medical treatment of drug 

addicts: a subject which had both pharmacological and mental health aspects. 

An increase in staff was being proposed und6r section А.2Л* Work on food 

additives carried out during the past year had proved to be of great use and there 

was a large demand for technical information from both medical people and manu-

facturers » Provision had been made for three extra consultant months and it was 

proposed to make a grant of $ 5000 for an international Centre for Histopa tho logical 

Reference Preparations, In so doing WHO was following the advice of a consultant 

group on cancer which in 1955 had recommended that it organize a system of histo-

pathological centres to promote comparability in definition and diagnosis. The 

Director-General was hoping to convene an expert committee during 1958 to advise 

him about the proposed centre • 

Dr BERNARD asked first what exactly was the type of work the Expert Committee 

on Addiction-producing Drugs was expected to perform; secondly whether the Centre 

for Histopathological Reference Preparations was to devote itself solely to the 

subject of cancer or to include others； and finally, what was the precise purpose 
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of the Health Laboratory Methods Section which seemed to have rather heterogeneous 

functions• 

Dr GEAR said in reply to the first question that WHO was responsible for giving 

technical advice to the United Nations concerning the application of the various com— 

plex international conventions for narcotics control. It would be the duty of the 

Expert Committee to advise the D ir e ct or -General particularly as to vrhich of the many 

new substance s ̂  particularly synthetic ones now being manufactured^ possessed 

addiction-producing properties。 If it were the wish of the Coimittee
5
 he could 

prepare a more detailed reply^ 

In answer to the second question he stated that an expert committee was to 

advise the Dire с tor-General on the selection of the disease or tissue to be dealt 

with by the proposed histopathological centre and on where this first centre should 

be sited-, 

Finally, he explained that the Health Laboratory Methods Section had been 

brought Into being Ъб cause the Director-General had. wished one unit tc deal with the 

general problems relating to laboratories, such as standards and methods
#
 The 

Section dealt with such problems in co-operation with other units and regional 

offices. It was not concerned with individual diseases-or specifiç items, which 

were the responsibility of the appropriate technical unit. 

Dr BERNARD wondered whether the purpose of the Health Laboratory Methods Section 

should not be to study how laboratories should be organized in each country rather 

than any problem pertaining to laboratory work. 

Dr GEAR said that Dr Bernard
1

 s first supposition was correct. The Section 

examined general problems connected with the organization of public health 

laboratories such as designequipment specificationsdevelopment of standard 

procedures, etc# 
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Dr BERNARD declared hiuvs6lf satisfied m t h that explanation
# 

Dr SUAREZ emphasized the importance of public health laboratories and their 

organization. They could render particularly valuable assistance in the solution 

of new medical problems such as those raised by the use of antibiotics• 

4»3 Editorial and Reference Services 

Dr Œ A R said that no changes were proposed in the Office of the Director or in 

the Docuinents and Official Records S6Ctioru Under section 4.3*2 a technical 

assistant was proposed because demands on th6 Health Legislation Section had grown# 

It was proposed to meet the heavier calls on the Library and Reference Services, 

whieh were already overwhelmed with many requests, by adding a G4 post of clerks 

It was also proposed to increase the provision for the purchase of books far the 

Library from | 15 000 to $ 17 500, An increase in the estimate for temporary staff 

under section 4.3.4 (Technical Publications) was also proposed to соре with a growing 

volume of work. Finally, he stated that under section 4.3*5 (Translation) an 

additional allocation was proposed to cover the cost of engaging temporary-

translators • 

The CHAIRMAN inquired about the kind of requests that were received by the 

Health Legislation Section» 

Dr ŒiiR replied that the work of the Section was increasing* It issued 

summaries of national health legislation in the International Digest of Health 

legislation> in which there was a considerable interest at a tim6 when such 

legislation was growings Since 1952 the Section had also been issuing periodical 

comparative studies which had been greatly a p p r e c i a t e T h e Department of Advisory 

Services was also receiving assistance from the Section； during the previous year 

however this latter co-operative work had been hampered for lack of staff• 
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Comparative studies were purely factual and descriptive and no attempt was made 

to give legal interpretations of national legislation. 

Advisory Services (Official Records No. 74, Pages 42-68; Document EB19/aF/Wp/5) 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, Departmerrb of Advisory Services, said he 

would endeavour to give tfls Committee as much information as possible about the 

department to which he hati only re cently been appointed Assistant D ir e ctor -Ge ne ral • 

The Department 's work at Headquarters was described on pages 42-55 of 

Official Records No» 74. A summary of estimates was to be ibund on peg6日 56> and 57 

and detailed tables on pages 58-^65• Estimated expenditure on expert committees 

andœnferences was given on pages 67<»68
#
 Apart from the fact that the Tuberculosis 

Research Office was now part of the Advisory Services； no major organizational change 

had taken place at Headquarters» 

The Dire ctor-General^ in his introductory statement at the previous meeting, 

had given a broad review of the development of the 1958 programme which was 

essentially the next step in a long-term plan and hence largely devoted to the 

continuation of existing projects. However, if WHO was to take advantage of new 

developments for improving the health of people throughout the world the scope of 

its work must Ъб allowed to expand and provision ought to be made for the study of 

new problems arising from existing activities» Member States both at the World 

Health Assembly and at the Executive Board consistently asked the Organization to 

study new and varied problems in the health field. For example
 y
 though WHO had 

not greatly concerned itself with chronic degenerative diseases owing to more 

pressing duties, the problems of the aging and aged were beginning ta cry out far 

attention• The success of the campaigns against coiranunicable diseases and 

leortality therefrom had thrown into relief the high rate of infant mortality, 

particularly in under-developed countries. Requests had been received far the 

study cf such problems as anaemia during pregnancy and nutritional anaemias, as 

well as the possible effects on mental health of automation• 
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vHO^e dental^hoalth work was developing等 By 1958 the malaria eradication 

programme would have reached a stage at which further studies would be required on 

insecticides in oonnexion with vector resistance^ Л number of virus diseases had 

aroused widespread interest and some respiratory viruses were now known to be 

responsible for disoases which might Ъе constrolied by vaccination. 

Document EBI9/AF/WP/5 listed on pages 6 and 7 major inoreases in Headquarters 

costs, and net increases in the cost of expert committees and conferences were ahowi 

on pages 13 and 14
#
 In 1958 it was proposed to create a limited number of new posts. 

Out of the total of nine, only two were for medical officors, two were for adminis-

trativo or technical assistants and the rest were for clerks and stenographers» The 

number of posts in the Tuberculosis Rosoároh Office at Copenhagen was to be reduced 

by five since it would bo possible to arra。ge for common services once the Regional 

Office for Europe had beon established in that city during 1957# There was some 

increase in tho estimates for consultant services
f
 which were required for the 

preparation of expert committees and study groups. An increase of 缽 7730 in grante 

was also proposed to finance studies planned to be carried out with the help of 

other institutions : a method of stimulating research which was more economical 

than any other. 

Dr JAFAR oallod attention to the discrepancy in grade between the area représen-

tative and the regional advisers, as showi in the list of new posts for field 

advisory services given in paragraph 7#2 of document 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that that point could bo explained in oomexien with 

the consideration of the estimates for the Regional Offices
4 
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5,0 Office of tho Assistant Directors-General 

Dr K/JJL said that there was virtually no change proposed in that office^ the 

small increase being duo to statutory staff costs
# 

5Д Comimmicable一Disease Services 

Dr KAIJL said that sections Office of the Director, and 5ДД; Malaria, 

showed, no chango In staff and some deoroaso in duty travel. 

Section 5Д»2, Tuberculosis, showed no staff chongos and some decrease both in 

consultant services and duty travel» As shown on pago 59
 o í >

 tb© budget volume
; 

there would be a decrease of five posts in 1958 in respect of the Tuberculosis 

Research Office, Copenhagen• The staff of that offioe would begin to decrease after 

the Regional Office for Europe had moved to Copenhagen and the fall effeot of tho 

change would be felt in 1958, The duty travel costs in respect of tho Tubérculosie 

Research Office showed a slight decrease» 

Dr RAE, advisor to Mr Boucher
 f
 wondered whether the Commit tee was entirely 

convinced that tho Tuberculosis Research Office yielded the best possible value for 

tho funds invested, in it, 

Dr MOORE had understood that tho Tuberculosis Research Offioe was to bo greatly 

reduced in size; that did not howovor appear to be the case« 

The DIREGTOR-ŒMERAL said that tho position in respect of the Tuberculosis 

Research Office had in fact already undergone a considerable change. He had signed 

an agreement with the Danish Government wheroby that government had taken over the 
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functions and responsibilities of the centre for international tuberculosis iimnuni-

zation research which WHO was still supporting on a reduced scale* Furthermore^ tho 

Danish Government would also be taking over the Danish tuberculosis index; similarly 

th© Finnish evaluation studies were becoming the responsibility of the Government of 

Finland, 

He recalled that the Health Assembly and the Executive Board had recoiranended 

that the Director-General should take no drastic action which would jeopardize the 

work of that Research Office。 Accordingly^ steps to reduce its work were being 

taken gradually. He would be glad to submit a docuinent containing detailed 

information on the uberculosis Research Office to the Committee or to the Executive 

Board if that were considered desirable
0 

Dr JAFAR would welcome such a document, 

Dr KAUL
?
 referring to section 5olr3； Venereal Diseases and Treponematoses^ 

said that no chango in staff was proposed。 There would be a decrease in consultant 

services but duty travel remained much the same。 

Referring to section 5»1。4, Endemo-epidemic Diseases, he emphasized the large 

number of diseases now dealt with by that section^ In view of the volume of work 

as well as of new developments
;
 it was proposed to add one medical officer and a 

clerk stenographer。 厶 small increase was also shown in respect of consultant 

services and duty travel
c 

Section 5.1o5； Veterinary Public Health, showed only ‘ a ¿Light increase in 

consultant services and a decrease in duty travel» 
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5#2 Organization of Public-^Health Services 

Dr KAUL, referring to section 5
9
2

4
0

}
 Office of tho Director, nSted that it was 

proposed to add an administrative assistant because of the considerable work arising 

out of the need for recruiting large numbers of experts in public—health administra^ 

tion and all public-health specialities, Д slight inrease was proposed in travel 

costs in view of the additional responsibilities in the Office, 

With regard to section 5。2,1, Public-Health Administration, he drew attention 

to the proposal to add a technical assistant who would be responsible for preparing 

background material and "undertaking research into documonts
;
 thus relieving the 

existing professional personnel for other duties
й
 There was also a small increase 

in duty travel arising from the fact that an additional medical officer, who began 

work in the Section in 1956
;
 would have certain responsibilities in connexion with 

other United Nations bodies. 

Section Nursing, showed no appreciable change» 

He called attention to the proposed increase in staff, consisting of a medical 

officer and a clerk stenographer
;
 in respect of section Social and Occupational 

Healthy The existing two medical officers were not enough to meet the needs of tho 

grcwing activities of the Section. A slight increase in consultant and duty travel 

costs would arise in connexion with the new responsibilities the Section would be 

required to assume. 

Dr BERNARD would be glad to know, in view of the wide scope of activities 

covered by the Section^ what technical specialization was sought in the medical 

officers recruited。 
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He was not quite clear as to the precise purpose of the meeting of an expert 

committee on medical rehabilitation
f
 He was under the impression that some 

meetings had already taken place on aspects of rehabilitation and that work had been 

done in that field by WHO in conjunction with the United Nations and with the 

Internr-tional Labour Organisation, He assumed that the expert committee proposed 

would consider the purely medical side of rehabilitation quite independently of 

its consequences in the social and occupational fields. But he had some doubts as 

to how effective the deliberations of such a committee could be^ in view of the fact 

that the problems of rehabilitation varied according to the disease concernod and 

the methods used in different countries
 t 

Dr K/iUL| replying to the first question, said that the main qualification for 

medical officers in the Section was that they should be general public-health 

officers^ The additional officer would also need to have a knowledge of s ото of 

the major activities proposed for the Section, such as cardiovascular diseases and 

chronic degenerative diseases
# 

Whilo it was correct to say that expert committees had considered some aspects 

of rehabilitation, e»g« that of the physically handicapped child, the general 

problom of medical rehabilitation as such had not yet beon tho subject of an expert 

committee， and it was that broad problem which the expert committee was intended to 

study. V/HO had hitherto boon unable to play its full part in the problem of 

rehabilitation, which was considorod by the United Nations to be of high priority^ 

and it was hoped that to hold such a meeting would do much towards meeting that 

deficiency. 

Dr BERNAfîD wan satisfied with the explanation. He agreed that it was important for 

"WHO to contribute to the greatest possible extent towards effective rehabilitation. 
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Dr KAUL said that greater emphasis was being placed on Health Education of the 

Public (section 5#2
#
4) • It was proposed to add a clerk-stenographer in view of the 

volumo of work
#
 There was also an increase under consultantsí fees, as certain 

additional related studies wero being prepared
л 

In reply to a question from Dr RAE； advisor to Mr Boucher
>
 Dr KAUL said that 

a total of five consultant months was being budgeted for in that section^ 

Referring to section 5.2^5； Maternal and Child Health, he said, that there would 

be no change in staff or other costs
f 

The position with regard to section 5么 6 , Mental Health, was similar to that 

existing with regard to section 5.2.4 and ал additional с1erk-stenographer was 

proposed. 

Dr JAFAR considered that greater emphasis should bo laid on the whole question 

of work in mental health • 

The DIEECTOHr-GENERAL said that the Organization's work in that sphere had 

gradually increased in recent years and
;
 in fact

7
 a new medical officer for mental 

health had taken up his post in 1956» Howover, Member governments were still 

inclined to give more emphasis to other programmes
g 

Dr JAFAR felt that a chango in attitude towards montai health was becoming 

porcGptibl© in many parts of tho world where in the past communicable dis oases had 

been such a problem as to oxcludo almost entirely récognition of the need for 

assistance in developing mental health programmes
r
 It was essential that mental 

health experts should not confine their activities in the various countries to 
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giving lectures <m the different aspects of their subject but that they should 

rather advise on ways in which the mental ho alth situation could be improved by 

re—modelling existing mental hospitals and other institutions, 

Dr RAE
;
 adviser to Mr Boucher

;
 supported that view« The bost way of working 

to that aim would
;
 in his view, bo to hr,vo visits by experts to the various countries 

rathor than to have an increase in Headquarters staff» 

Dr JAFAR also favoured the use of consultants
e 

Dr PUR工 did not think that there exicted as yet a clear concept of what 

constituted ideal montai health sorvices
;
 particularly in the under-developed areas

# 

In order to clarify general thought on the matter before planning new activities it 

would seem desirable for mental health to be the subject of technical discussions at 

a future session of the Health Assembly
c 

Dr KAUL called attention to tho work being done by WHO in montai health > both 

in tho study of the opidemiology of psychiatric disorders and in assessing what was 

needed,, Some consultant months were sot aside for that， Studies had been made of 

community mental hospitals and of legislation,, In 1957 consultants would be looking 

into such matters as the organization and practice of therapy in psychiatric hospi_ 

tals and in the rehabilitation of psychiatric patients
 à 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the interest in mental health in the different 

regions was greater than in years past
e
 Tho Organizationï s practice was to use 

consultants who made periodic visits to the same countries in order to follow up 

work done-
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Dr RAE^ adviser to Mr Boucher, considered that one of the greatest 

difficilties was the attitude of the non-mentally —sick towards people released from 

méntal hospitals
#
 Often such mental patients were so little understood that they 

relapsed into a mental breakdown. The problom of the outl#ok of the general public 

had not yet been studied, and any real improvement would b© partially dependent on 

a change in the general attitude towards mental health» 

Dr KAUL, referring to section 5*2
#
7> Nutrition

;
 said that no change in staff

1 

was proposed. There would be a slight increase in consultantst services and duty 

travel^ as explained^ 

/ 

Dr SUAREZ was concerned to see that the estimates for nutrition did not show 

any real increase• Child nutrition particularly was a most important problem and 

he felt most strongly that WHO should take a leading part in the work at present 

being done by PAO and UNICEF
Ф 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that WHO was working in olose co-operation with FAO 

(which of course had a large Nutrition Division) and with UNICEF in such ways аз 

by promoting a technical advisory group on vegetable proteins and proteins from 

other sources that oould be used for child feeding. Such a group had been set up 

under the direction of "WHO, with very little cost to the Organization» The direct 

activity undertaken by the Nutrition Section related to certain specialized sub^ 

jects such as the nutritional aspects of cardiovascular diseases and nutritional 

anaemias• WHO also participated by making available grants to bodies such as the 

Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama (INCAP)^ the British Medical 

Besearoh Council is Group for Research in Infantile Malnutrition^ Kanç)ala
>
 Uganda^ 
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and the Nutrition Research Laboratories of the Indian Oouncil of Medical Research， 

Coonoor
}
 South India, for work on infant malnutrition» Thus WHO^s participation 

in activities relatingto nutrition could not be measured solely by the size of the 

funds allotted to the Nutrition Section,. 

Dr SUAREZ was satisfied with that explanation. He hoped that in future WHO is 

wcrk in that field could be further emphasized; it was important that the radical 

side of nutrition should not be overlooked^ since PAO was responsible solely for 

stimulating food production^ distribution and quality
#
 "It was the duty of WHO 

to call the attention of countries to the vital problem of the nutritional status 

of their people^ which seemed to be given inadequate attention, 

Dr JAFAR said that
;
 while he fully appreciated the importance of nutrition, 

he was under the iirçression that it did not awaken great interest in many countries
# 

He would be glad to know whether a substantial number of requests from governments 

were received for activities relating to nutrition, 

Dr KAUL said that some requests had been received, though not very many
#
 It 

would; however, be difficult to give алу real assessment of the demand, A number 

of field activities provided advisory services in nutrition. The suinmary table in 

Official Records No„ 74, page 88， showed the estimates for such activities in the various 

regions
;
 under both regular and Technical Assistance Funds

# 
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2. FORM OF STANDING COMMITTEE’S REPORT 

The CHAIRMAU^ speaking as Rapporteur, suggested> following consultation with 

the French Rapporteur, that the form of the Committee's report should follow the 

same lines as at previous sessions• 

It was so agreed, 

3
#
 ANNOUNCEMENT REGARDING 工MOTIVE MEMBERS 

The DIHECTOR-GENERAL informed the Committee of a letter he had just received 

from the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Bulgarian Peopleîs Republic stating 

that that Government wished to resume active participation in WHO as from 

January 1 1957 and that it was prepared to meet the financial obligations decided 

upon by the Ninth World Health Assembly» 

The meeting rose at 5»3° P»fn> 


